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Introduction
The launch of Safeswap.online was successful, and many users has the ability to swap and exchange
their tokens to different assets based on binance smart chain network (BSC) with safety and ease of
mind.
With the launch of Safeswap.online staking products many SWAP token users starts to stake their
assets to earn on the high APR staking pools provided by safeswap.online with the words stake to earn
safeswap.online have achieved what the real means of (STAKE To EARN) words.
The support of multiple blockchains (Solana, polygon, Qtum, Phantom, Smartbch, etc.). Providing Liquidity
boosters solutions through the lease and lending services. Provide a multiple dimensional staking products,
Auto and compounded staking pools. The Fiat abilities for the users through the RAMP integration, via a
provider in the market which is European approved and regulated.
The virtual NFT's assets ownership markets, that includes the real virtual assets of the non fungible tokens
NFT's, Art assets, gaming assets, and other NFT's available of the safeswap.online users to start their own
virtual ownership markets.

Vision of SafeSwap
LIQUIDITY
SafeSwap is unique and sustainable and has a great potential to
set a new standard in the DeFi industry. By refactoring traditional
functionalities from alternative DeFi platforms in combination with
fresh new ideas and features that have never been seen among

SWAP

SELL

DeFi platforms in the past SafeSwap Online will try to distance itself
from available competitors in the market.
The aiming standards of safeswap.finance is to become one of the
most unique, safe, secure and easiest to use, decentralized services
providers out to its audience and all other users on the
cryptocurrency space, using its safe features from swaps to staking
and NFT's markets to voting and issue a governance solutions to
better scope the Aim for successful in the future of achievements.

SPEND

STAKING

ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW

The SafeSwap finance protocol is a dedicated trading (DeFi based) DEX that allows
people to instantly connect with existing liquidity pools. There are several SafeSwap
mirrors in order to always secure accessibility. This allows the user to essentially
become their own market maker.
The Vision to safely increase the freedom of money globally, in believing spreading that
vision in a safe approach, SafeSwap can improve lives all around the world surely but
yet safely in a decentralized way, as it's the vision of the current era related to the
economic world all around the world, safeswap has achieved way much and more on
the way coming to be achieved.
Liquidity providers can yield rewards by provide funding to traders wanting to trade
on safeswap.finance, a part of the projected products to safeswap Ecosystem that
considered the main product and source of safest income.
SafeSwap currently using the router and factory smart contracts from PCS2 and not
collecting any revenue or trading fees. Whatsoever safeswap.online does earn a
percentage of the fees from the staking mechanism, SWAP Liquidity Pool and additional
features that safeswap.online provide.

Backed by BNB
Automated Market
Incentive Interest
Organic Approach
Doxed Company
High Standard

ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW

No pre-sale or private sale. Self
funded and sustainable company

SWAP Token total supply
limited at 1,000,000 tokens

Providing Liquidity to pool
pairs feature available.

LP Vault Staking features
available for SWAP Token.

Lots of SWAP Staking features
and earning pools available.

Ecological goals achieved
via SWAP Tokens

Innovative features exclusively
for SWAP Token Holders only

Ongoing growth of the
business development

Swap Token is a digital asset that connects the SafeSwap Platform and its underlying functionalities, SWAP token the

platform asset that combine between staking and rewards and the official pair token on the safeswap.online platform.

ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW
4.1 SafeSwap
SafeSwap backed by BNB, in an automated market based on
the audited and trusted smart contracts, which gives its
users the ability to swap their tokens in a safe environment
while maintaining the real decentralization aspects, more
over to earn incentivized interests by interacting with it's
products and services.

4.3 Implementation
With every release safeswap.online implementing new features,
more to come to safeswap.online, the safeswap.online contract
implemented using the original source from the well-known
pancake swap, the aiming to achieve the safest swap and
exchanging experience is the first role for implementation on the
safeswap.online.

4.2 Use Cases
Swap between tokens on the BSC Binance smart chain
network, provide liquidity to tokens pairs and earn incentives
as interests from the fee's revenue, stake tokens on the
available staking pools to earn staking rewards, stake LP
tokens on the available LP tokens pairs pools to earn more
rewards from the staking products, check tokens data and
charts add favorites tokens to watchlist list.

4.4 SafeSwap Token
Swap Token is a digital asset that connects the SafeSwap
Platform and its underlying functionalities, SWAP token the
platform asset that combine between staking and
rewards and the official pair token on the safeswap.online
platform.

SafeSwap Tokenomics

Asset Name

SafeSwap Token

Ticker

SWAP

Decimals

18

Contract Address

0xe56a473043eaab7947c0a2408cea623074500ee3

SafeSwap Tokenomics
The chart below shows real data of safeswap.online Ecosystem

Total Supply SWAP

1.000.000 SWAP

Locked in staking Pools

325.000 SWAP ( 32.5% )

Lock Time

Until Approx. 3-3-2024

SafeSwap Tokenomics
The chart below shows real data of safeswap.online Ecosystem

Swap Tokens Used at SafeSwap Online Staking & Liquidity Pools

Staking Pools

325.000+ SWAP

Liquidity Pool

55 BNB – 50.000 Swap

Total SWAP

375.000 SWAP

SafeSwap Tokenomics
SWAP Tokens Locked
32.5% of the total supply is locked over the next 10 years, in different pools and different periods.

SafeVault Lock

SafeEarn Lock

SafeNFT Lock

150000 SWAP Tokens

75000 SWAP Tokens

100000 SWAP Tokens

15% of the Total Supply
31 August 2031 End Date

7.5% of the Total Supply
1 February 2024

10% of the Total Supply
Until all NFT´s are Minted

SafeSwap Usecases
Buy / Sell

SafeEarn

SWAP

Exchange Listings
Banxa Fiat
Gateway

Staking Pools

NFT

SAFE NFT

NFT Marketplace
( Coming Soon )

Stake SWAP
Earn SWAP

SafeVault

Liquidity Pool
SWAP-BNB

SafeSwap Usecases

Buy & Sell SWAP Tokens
SWAP between Coins and tokens using Safeswap.online.
Buy & Sell SWAP via multiple Exchanges & Swapping platforms.
Buy Digital currency with fiats using your credit cards or debit cards easily using Swap
Fiat Getaway through banxa.

Connect your wallet

Enable Swapping

Choose your assets

Confirm the trade

SafeNFT Summary

Reward Pool Payout Information

Split Reward among all holders of SAFE NFT

Marketplace Whitelisting

20% of every sale should directly go to the reward pool.
Everyone that purchased a Safe nft will from thereon
receive a reward in the token they choose as a reward
token.

Marketplaces should not be able to list Safe NFT without our
whitelisting approval. This is important because we want to
make sure that we can always guarantee that there is a
royalty of 20% for all Safe NFT Holders ( at any time in the
future even when there is no longer the possibility to mint ).

Choose a Reward
Safe NFT Holders are able to select the token they want to
receive their reward paid in. On default users will get paid
in SWAP but they have the ability to receive their rewards
in SWAP or BNB.

Minting in BNB

Pays out to the company in BNB

Minting in Swap

pays the company in SWAP (token).
10% discount on minting with SWAP

Ability to send NFT from A to B
People of course have the ability to send nft’s from wallet A
to Wallet B. In this case we want to enforce the gass fee to
40$ (which 100% goes to the reward pool). The reason why
we want this high gass fee when people send out the nft
directly without selling it via a whitelisted marketplace is to
ensure holders that whatever happens that they are always
guaranteed to earn the reward.
The gas fee would not apply on whitelisted addresses.

SafeNFT
Minting Prices

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 6

1 – 1000

1001 – 2000

2001 – 3000

3001 – 6000

6001 – 8000

8001 / 1000

0.05 BNB

0.10 BNB

0.125 BNB

0.15 BNB

0.175 BNB

0.20 BNB

SafeNFT
Rarity Layer

Commons: 65%

Uncommon: 15%

Rares: 10%

Specials: 7%

Legendary: 3%

Includes:

includes :

Includes :

Includes :

Includes :

Safe-rare-common,

Safe-rare-uncommon,

Safe-rare-blue

All Safe,

Safe-Legendary,

All backgrounds,
SafeSwap logo,
All Sparkles

All backgrounds,
SafeSwap logo,
All Sparkles

All backgrounds,
Safe-rare-Green

Safe-rare-uncommon,
SafeSwap logo,
All Sparkles

All backgrounds,
SafeSwap-Special,
All Sparkles,

All Special Effects

All backgrounds,
SafeSwap-Legendary,
All Sparkles,

All Special Effects

Additional Information
There are multiple sparkle effects, one should always be in front of the safe and the other one should always be behind the safe. SPARKLE

effects only occur when the NFT is in the SPECIALS SERIES (7%). A special can still be based on a Common, Uncommon, Rare or Legendary, the
only difference is that a SPECIAL is always a HOLO (with the sparkle layers).

SAFE EARN / STAKING

Staking
Stake Digital Assets in terms of available pools provided by SafeSwap staking. Single Asset Pools,
Dual/Paired Assets Pools, LP Tokens Pools, NFT Assets Pools. Staking Pools are subjects to finish/end or
renewed and/or new staking pools created to take. The advantage of most profits and earnings keep
following up with Safeswap.finance live channels.

Staking Lock
Staking lock mechanism depends on the staking pool featured by safeswap.finance, when decided
to start staking to earn rewards take information of which pool staking to, Major things to keep in
mind when staking, Staking pool end time (No of blocks the pools runs before ended), Staking pool
lock time, Minimum staking limit & Maximum staking limit.

Staking Reward
Staking rewards mechanism depends on how safeswap.finance provided the staking pool, Manual
harvesting rewards or Auto harvesting rewards, when deciding to stake on manual pools rewards
harvest must be triggered manually by clicking the harvest button on the DAAP, Auto pools are pools
with rewards automatically harvested, to the wallet of each pool participants or Auto combined to
the staking amount of each pool participants, [For further info on how pools runs check the staking
page from safeswap.finance DAAP]

SAFE EARN / STAKING
Staking Lock & Reward explanation

Fee Free Staking Pool SWAP Holders

1. Fresh staked on pool with 3 Days lock time - Staking can be
moved (Withdrawn) from pool after 3 Days. [Any attempts to
remove staking before lock time ends will fail].

Staking with no (tax) fees for any deposits and withdrawals.
SafeSwap decided to create several new (additional staking
pools) where SWAP Holders can Stake their SWAP for other token
rewards while enjoying 0% deposit fee on staking in these pools.

2. Harvested rewards after staking - before lock time ends or
after lock time ends - Staking lock time will re-apply after each
harvest. [Any attempt to remove staking after harvesting and
lock time re-apply will fail until lock time period ends]
3. Raise staking by adding more to pool will re-apply lock time [lock time does not stak when it's re-applied by functions; it just
starts the lock countdown timer]
4. Remove (Withdraw) staking, Automatically Harvest
(Withdraws) rewards to the same wallet in function.

We will only make this kind of pools for the SWAP Tokens meaning
that some of our upcoming pools allow SWAP Holders to stake
their SWAP, earn other tokens while they will not lose a single token
of their SWAP Stack. An extra utility and a bonus for holders.
The only payment to make, is the payment for the gas fee needed
to transfer SWAP to the staking pool you want to use. Stake SWAP
earn SWAP, Stake SWAP earn multiple other assets such as MUXE,
VICE and many more.

SAFESWAP LIQUIDITY POOL
Provide Liquidity of your owned coins pairs or create your own pools pairs.
By providing Liquidity of the pool pairs chosen and or created Liquidity Pools a LP token will be generated and stored
in the wallet performed the action, to withdraw the Liquidity provided or the rewards for providing Liquidity, the LP
tokens increases based on the pool, the amount of the LP increase is the amount of the rewards, when withdrawing
the Liquidity provided, the LP token created is the lock and the rewards calculator for providing Liquidity.

SAFESWAP Mobile Application
The Safeswap Application released with the capability to connect wallets with the
app and use the whole functions of safeswap platform in one place, not a wallet but
yet a decentralized app with much more than capabilities.
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SafeSwap Services
Defi Platform

One of the implementation as a services Safeswap offers, is a DEFI supported by safeswap
sponsoring DeFi platforms for projects want to launch their TOKENS, COINS, or a whole DeFi Platform
or projects, as a subsidiary under the management of Safeswap.finance, Safeswap.online.

SafeSwap Tree Plan

Supporting the world environment by planting trees all over the world, Safeswap by its Tree Plan
with the help of some of the leading Environmental supporting organizations are collaborating to
make the earth greener, and to help the world become more efficient energicaly by supporting the
CO2 movement and the climate change movement, Safeswap planning to plant 1,000,000+ Trees
over the world with the Ecology organization on the next few years.

Safe Audit

Safe Audit runs the AUDIT.SC services, one of the most reliable costly and executed by
professionals on the blockchain, Auditing smart contracts of the many blockchain available and
providing wide range of auditing reports services, Project teams KYC’s (KYCT), and other auditing
report services related.

Marketing BSCN
BSCN is aiming to become the leading media coverage platform around the Binance Smart Chain
Ecosystem. With a strong focus towards Content Quality, Decentralized platforms, Hot topics in the
market, Informative and education sources and guidance in how to be more aware around
unreliable crypto projects.

Official SafeSwap Links

SOCIAL MEDIA

Official Websites

SafeSwap Token

Useful Links

Facebook

SafeSwap Online

Contract Address

BSCN News

Twitter

SafeSwap finance

Stake SWAP

CoinMarketcap

Telegram

Info SafeSwap Online

SafeVault

CoinGecko

Bitcoinorg

Token SafeSwap Online

Pancake Chart

Crypto.com

Reddit

Audit.sc

Bogged Chart

SafeSwap Tree Plan

Muxe.io

Safe NFT

News.SafeSwap.Online

Disclaimer

The liquidity & the related swaps have interactions with each other.
Only those who are fully aware of and agree to these risks should
interact with safeswap.online.

Disclaimer

SafeSwap.online (or any safeswap.online affiliate assignee of
safeswap.online) launched a new Cryptocurrency Swapping platform,
called “SafeSwap.online” (SWAP), which gives rise to the Exchange and
Swap of certain Tokens to its users and any users in the space of
Cryptocurrencies through its Swap platform governed by Safeswap
(SWAP) Token platform terms and conditions.
The Aim to provide the safest & easiest token to token swap &
exchange experienced ever.
The SafeSwap Protocol is instant, secure and trustworthy for all types of
cryptocurrency traders that are looking for a reliable DeFi trading
platform
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